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If you ally infatuation such a referred a perfect stranger a novel ebook
that will come up with the money for you worth, get the totally best
seller from us currently from several preferred authors. If you want to
witty books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions collections are
along with launched, from best seller to one of the most current
released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy every ebook collections a perfect
stranger a novel that we will extremely offer. It is not roughly speaking
the costs. Its virtually what you infatuation currently. This a perfect
stranger a novel, as one of the most in action sellers here will agreed be
among the best options to review.

start over. Emmy, just out of a
bad relationship, convinces
Leah to come live with her in
rural Pennsylvania, where
there are teaching positions
available and no one knows
Leah’s past. Or Emmy’s. Then
there’s a wave of vicious
crimes in the community and
Emmy Grey disappears, and
Leah realizes how very little
she knows about her friend
and roommate. Unable to find
friends, family, a paper trail
or a digital footprint, the
police question whether
Emmy Grey existed at all. And

The Perfect Stranger-Megan
Miranda 2019-05-28 A
masterful follow-up to the
New York Times bestseller All
the Missing Girls—the
gripping story of a journalist
who sets out to find her
missing friend, a woman who
may never have existed at all.
“Think: Luckiest Girl Alive,
The Girl on the Train, Gone
Girl” (TheSkimm). When Leah
Stevens’ career implodes, a
chance meeting with her old
friend Emmy Grey offers her
the perfect opportunity to
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mark Leah as a prime suspect.
Fighting the doubts of the
police and her own sanity,
Leah must uncover the truth
about Emmy Grey—and along
the way, confront her old
demons, find out who she can
really trust, and clear her own
name. Deep, dark, and
irresistibly twisty, “Megan
Miranda’s eerie suspense
thriller…smartly examines the
slippery theme of personal
identity” (The New York
Times Book Review).
A Perfect Stranger-Danielle
Steel 2014-12
A Perfect Stranger-Danielle
Steel 2009-02-25 The only
daughter of a European
banking dynasty, Raphaella
had always been sheltered
from the world. Married to a
much older American, she
was kept in the privacy of
great luxury, tended to by
servants, watched over by
bodyguards. She was the
beautiful dark-eyed woman
the young lawyer from San
Francisco, Alexander Hale,
saw sitting alone one misty
evening. Before he could
approach her, she rushed
away into the garden. She
was the "perfect stranger" he
couldn't forget. When they
met again their lives would
a-perfect-stranger-a-novel

change forever. From the
Paperback edition.
A Day with a Perfect
Stranger-David Gregory 2006
Mattie Comisky is convinced
that her husband Nick is
turning into a religious nut
when he comes home with an
incredulous story about eating
dinner with God, but when
Mattie takes an out-of-town
business trip and meets a
fellow passenger on the plane,
their conversation on issues of
fulfillment and deep questions
about God make her
reconsider her skepticism
about Nick's story. (Religious
Fiction)
A Perfect Stranger-Roxana
Robinson 2007-12-18 In
Roxana Robinson’s lucid and
elegant prose, her characters’
inner worlds open up to us,
revealing private emotional
cores that are familiar in their
needs, their secrets, and their
longings. These people tell us
the truth–not only about
themselves, their
relationships, and their lives,
but about ourselves as well. In
“Family Christmas,” a young
girl takes a holiday trip to her
grandparents’, where the
formal atmosphere is
shattered by a mysterious and
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she’s too young to understand
but struggles to comprehend.
In “Blind Man,” a college
professor copes with the
onslaught of grief after his
daughter’s death. In “The
Face Lift,” two college friends
renew their bond across a
great cultural divide. The sad
and hilarious “Assistance”
flawlessly details the
tragicomic aspects of
ageing–seen through the eyes
of a daughter-turnedcaretaker. The terrors of
illness are explored in “The
Treatment,” and in “Assez,” a
trip to Provence reveals the
true volatility of love–and
reminds us that we often
don’t realize that what we
have is enough until it’s gone.
A Perfect Stranger powerfully
and affectingly examines the
complex, intricate network of
experiences that binds us to
one another. These stories are
tender, raw, lovely, and
fine–and they reaffirm Roxana
Robinson’s place at the
forefront of modern literature.
From the Hardcover edition.
Dinner with a Perfect
Stranger-David Gregory
2008-05-20 You are Invited to
a Dinner with Jesus of
Nazareth The mysterious
envelope arrives on Nick
a-perfect-stranger-a-novel

Cominsky’s desk amid a stack
of credit card applications and
business-related junk mail.
Although his seventy-hour
workweek has already eaten
into his limited family time,
Nick can’t pass up the
opportunity to see what kind
of plot his colleagues have
hatched. The normally
confident, cynical Nick soon
finds himself thrown offbalance, drawn into an
intriguing conversation with a
baffling man who appears to
be more than comfortable
discussing everything from
world religions to the
existence of heaven and hell.
And this man who calls
himself Jesus also seems to
know a disturbing amount
about Nick’s personal life.
………….. "You’re bored, Nick.
You were made for more than
this. You’re worried about
God stealing your fun, but
you’ve got it backwards.…
There’s no adventure like
being joined to the Creator of
the universe." He leaned back
off the table. "And your first
mission would be to let him
guide you out of the mess
you’re in at work." ………….
As the evening progresses,
their conversation touches on
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and doubt–and it seems that
having Dinner with a Perfect
Stranger may change Nick’s
life forever. From the
Hardcover edition.
The Perfect Stranger-P. J.
Kavanagh 2016-05-12 A funny
yet shockingly moving memoir
of youth, war and love.
The Perfect Stranger-Anne
Gracie 2006 When hardened
soldier and Waterloo veteran
Nicholas Blacklock, who is
tormented by his past, offers
Faith Merridew a marriage of
convenience to save her
reputation, he finds hope,
love, and laughter in her
arms. Original.
All the Missing Girls-Megan
Miranda 2016-06-28 Like the
spellbinding psychological
suspense in The Girl on the
Train and Luckiest Girl Alive,
Megan Miranda’s novel is a
nail-biting, breathtaking story
about the disappearances of
two young women—a decade
apart—told in reverse. It’s
been ten years since Nicolette
Farrell left her rural
hometown after her best
friend, Corinne, disappeared
from Cooley Ridge without a
trace. Back again to tie up
loose ends and care for her
ailing father, Nic is soon
plunged into a shocking
a-perfect-stranger-a-novel

drama that reawakens
Corinne’s case and breaks
open old wounds long since
stitched. The decade-old
investigation focused on Nic,
her brother Daniel, boyfriend
Tyler, and Corinne’s boyfriend
Jackson. Since then, only Nic
has left Cooley Ridge. Daniel
and his wife, Laura, are
expecting a baby; Jackson
works at the town bar; and
Tyler is dating Annaleise
Carter, Nic’s younger
neighbor and the group’s alibi
the night Corinne
disappeared. Then, within
days of Nic’s return,
Annaleise goes missing. Told
backwards—Day 15 to Day
1—from the time Annaleise
goes missing, Nic works to
unravel the truth about her
younger neighbor’s
disappearance, revealing
shocking truths about her
friends, her family, and what
really happened to Corinne
that night ten years ago. Like
nothing you’ve ever read
before, All the Missing Girls
delivers in all the right ways.
With twists and turns that
lead down dark alleys and
dead ends, you may think
you’re walking a familiar
path, but then Megan
Miranda turns it Downloaded
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down and inside out and
leaves us wondering just how
far we would be willing to go
to protect those we love.
Married to a Perfect StrangerJane Ashford 2015-03-03
Brand new Regency romance
from RT Book Reviews
Lifetime Achievement Award
Nominee Jane Ashford Time
and distance have changed
them both... Quiet and
obliging, Mary Fleming and
John Bexley marry to please
their families and John
immediately leaves on a twoyear diplomatic mission. Now
John is back, and everything
they thought they knew about
each other was wrong... It's
disconcerting, irritating-and
somehow all very exciting...
"Charm, intrigue, humor and
just the right touch of
danger." -RT Book Reviews,
on Charmed and Dangerous
"Jane Ashford is an excellent
writer-her prose is a joy to
read." -Regency Retro Reads
"Jane Ashford's romances are
bewitching, filled with those
elements that delight a
reader: good story, intrigue
and dynamic tension." Romance Communications
The Perfect Stranger-Marin
Montgomery 2019 Stella
McKinney has a great life.
a-perfect-stranger-a-novel

With a Malibu beach house,
doting husband, and a
flourishing business,
everything is coming up
roses-until it isn't. When her
beloved husband Grant begins
behaving out of character and
devoting more time to his
career, Stella has reason to
question his fidelity for the
first time in their marriage. As
Stella's quest for the truth
morphs into a sick obsession,
the last thing she expects is a
perfect stranger to show up at
her door, a beautiful woman
who knows intimate details
about Stella and Grant that no
one else could possibly know.
With her marriage and idyllic
lifestyle at stake, the only way
to uncover the truth is to ask
herself how well she really
knows her husband-and
ultimately, how well she
knows herself. And as Stella
discovers, sometimes the
truth is downright terrifying.
The Perfect Stranger-Dennis
Danvers DENNIS DANVERS
is the author of the acclaimed
novels Circuit of Heaven, The
Fourth World, End of Days,
The Watch, Time and Time
Again, and Wilderness.
WHILE SCOURING THE
ATTIC of her literary hero and
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Sanders Wilkerson, grad
student Genevieve Slidell
comes upon five previously
unknown Wilkerson novels. In
a variety of genres and
nothing like his previous
work, Genevieve fears the
stodgy world of Wilkerson
scholarship won't understand
them, and she claims them as
her own, entering them in a
batch of literary contests. Two
win and two place. SHE
MAKES THE ROUNDS of
genre conventions to accept
her honors accompanied by
Wilkerson's ghost Sandy
who's taken with the idea of
vicariously enjoying being
famous again through her.
EVERYTHING IS GOING
SWIIMMINGLY for the pair
until they get to Literature
where the whole thing blows
up, only to be resolved by a
clever courtroom drama in
which she pleads not insanity
but metafiction. A bumper car
ride through the crazy
business of telling stories, The
Perfect Stranger explores the
complex relationship between
the author and her work.
The Wife Stalker-Liv
Constantine 2020-05-19 The
bestselling author of The Last
Mrs. Parrish—a Reese
Witherspoon Book Club
a-perfect-stranger-a-novel

pick—returns with a
psychological thriller, filled
with chilling serpentine
twists, about a woman
fighting to hold onto the only
family she’s ever loved—and
how far she’ll go to preserve
it. Named one of the most
anticipated thrillers of the
year by Goodreads, Bustle,
SheReads, and Library
Journal; A LibraryReads pick
of the month Breezing into the
upscale seaside paradise of
Westport, Connecticut,
gorgeous thirtysomething
Piper Reynard sets down
roots, opening a rehab and
wellness space and joining a
local yacht club. When she
meets Leo Drakos, a
handsome, successful lawyer,
the wedding ring on his finger
is the only thing she doesn’t
like about him. Yet as Piper
well knows, no marriage is
permanent. Meanwhile,
Joanna has been waiting
patiently for Leo, the
charismatic man she fell in
love with all those years ago,
to re-emerge from the severe
depression that has engulfed
him. Though she’s thankful
when Leo returns to his
charming, energetic self,
paying attention again to Evie
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both love beyond measure,
Joanna is shocked to discover
that it’s not her loving support
that’s sparked his renewed
happiness—it’s something
else. Piper. Leo has fallen
head over heels for the flaky,
New Age-y newcomer, and
unrepentant and resolute,
he’s more than willing to
leave Joanna behind, along
with everything they’ve built.
Of course, he assures her, she
can still see the children.
Joanna is devastated—and
determined to find something,
anything, to use against this
woman who has stolen her life
and her true love. As she digs
deeper into Piper’s past,
Joanna begins to unearth
disturbing secrets . . . but
when she confides to her
therapist that she fears for
the lives of her ex-husband
and children, her concerns
are dismissed as paranoia.
Can she find the proof she
needs in time to save them?
Come Find Me-Megan
Miranda 2019 Told in two
voices, sixteen-year-old
Kennedy Jones and seventeenyear-old Nolan Chandler are
drawn together by strange
signals related to family
tragedies, and find they are
more connected than they
a-perfect-stranger-a-novel

could have imagined.
Perfect Stranger: A true story
of desire and obsession-Kay
Schubach 2012-02-22 HOW
FAR WOULD YOU GO FOR
LOVE? Kay Schubach almost
has it all – a great job, a
beautiful apartment, a life of
champagne and mixing it with
Sydney's A-list, and a steady
relationship. By chance she
meets handsome and
charismatic Simon. He sweeps
her off her feet with promises
the one thing her younger
boyfriend won't give her – a
baby. She takes the biggest
risk of her life, leaving all
certainties behind for love. All
too quickly, the romance
turns sour, and Simon goes
from charming to controlling,
from magnetic to threatening.
By the time Kay uncovers his
violent past, Simon has
decided he will not let her go
– and he's not a man to be
argued with. Trapped in a
terrifying relationship,
isolated from friends and
family, Kay must decided
what she values most, and
fight for it. A brutally honest
cautionary tale, this is a true
story of obsession and desire.
Still not into you-Charlotte
Byrd 2020-06-23 You were
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I forgave you for what you
did. Now, it’s your turn to
forgive me. No, I didn’t cheat
on you, not even close. But I
made a huge mistake, the
kind that few relationships
survive. What now? Where do
we go from here? It was the
stupidest thing I’ve ever done,
and it changed everything.
Will you find it in your heart
to forgive me? Or is this the
end of us? ** STILL NOT
INTO YOU is the second book
of bestselling author
Charlotte Byrd’s enemies-tolovers DUET that will leave
you head spinning. It was
previously published as One
Weekend but the text has
been substantially expanded
and revised. What readers are
saying about Charlotte Byrd:
“This book/series is addictive!
Super hot and steamy, intense
with twists and turns in the
plot that you just won't see
coming…” Amazon review
★★★★★ “This series is just so
intense and delicious. The
stunning twists, raw emotions
and nerve wracking tension
just keep increasing as each
book in this enticing series
unfolds. I am so invested in
Nicholas and Olivia. These
characters really worm their
way into your heart, while
a-perfect-stranger-a-novel

also totally consuming your
mind. The gripping story
quickly captivates and pulls
you back into this couple's
world.” Amazon review ★★★★★
"Extremely captivating, sexy,
steamy, intriguing, and
intense!” ★★★★★ "Addictive
and impossible to put down.”
★★★★★ “I can’t get enough of
the turmoil, lust, love, drama
and secrets!” ★★★★★ “Fastpaced romantic suspense
filled twists and turns,
danger, betrayal and so much
more.” ★★★★★ “Decadent,
delicious, & dangerously
addictive!” ★★★★★
Night with a Perfect StrangerDavid Gregory 2012-03-06 Six
years ago, businessman Nick
Cominsky encountered Jesus
the old-fashioned way—in a
face-to-face meeting. And the
Christian life seemed a breeze
. . . for a while. But now,
having done everything he
knows to grow spiritually, he
wonders where his closeness
with Jesus has gone. Burned
out and hopeless, Nick wails
his complaints to God during
a late-night interstate trip.
Then suddenly he runs out of
gas—and finds Jesus along the
roadside carrying a gas can.
Jesus hops in the truck and
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heard in church . . . and a
nighttime of adventures
ensues beyond anything Nick
could have imagined.
Nine Perfect Strangers-Liane
Moriarty 2018-09-18 From the
no. 1 New York Times
bestselling author of The
Husband's Secret and Big
Little Lies. The retreat at
health and wellness resort
Tranquillum House promises
total transformation. Nine
stressed city dwellers are
keen to drop their literal and
mental baggage, and absorb
the meditative ambience
while enjoying their hot stone
massages. Watching over
them is the resort's director, a
woman on a mission to
reinvigorate their tired bodies
and minds. These nine perfect
strangers have no idea what is
about to hit them. With her
wit, compassion and uncanny
understanding of human
behaviour, Liane Moriarty
explores the depth of
connection that can be formed
when people are thrown
together in... unconventional
circumstances. LONGLISTED
FOR THE ABIA GENERAL
FICTION BOOK OF THE
YEAR 2019 LONGLISTED
FOR THE INDIE BOOK
AWARD FOR FICTION 2019
a-perfect-stranger-a-novel

PRAISE FOR NINE PERFECT
STRANGERS "She is...both
hugely popular yet
subversive...Nine Perfect
Strangers shows Moriarty still
taking risks with
fiction...weighty issues writ
with humour and a light
touch. The hammer is still in
the handbag, ready to smash
a glass window or two." Lucy
Sussex, The Australian
"Welcome to Tranquillum
House where those Perfect
Strangers ... have come to
sort out their lives ...This
gives Moriarty the
opportunity to do what she
does best, write about the
human condition and
connections that bind us all,
with wicked humour, empathy
and compassion - and a little
bit of danger thrown in."
Frances Whiting, Courier Mail
PRAISE FOR LIANE
MORIARTY "One of the few
writers I'll drop anything for.
Her books are wise, honest,
beautifully observed..." Jojo
Moyes "Moriarty is a deft
storyteller who creates
believable, relatable
characters." Washington Post
"Moriarty is brilliant at her
craft, all the time cranking up
the suspense." The Age "funny
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"Sharply intelligent"
Entertainment Weekly
"Mistress of the razor-sharp
observation" Kate Morton
The Perfect Stranger-David
Gregory 2007-11-09 The
Perfect Stranger Gift Set
What if a stranger knew you
better than you know
yourself? In these novellas,
experience first-person
accounts of two young
skeptics who encounter Jesus,
and his answers to their most
challenging and most
personal life questions.
Dinner with a Perfect
Stranger A cynical young
businessman, Nick Cominsky,
accepts an invitation to dinner
with a stranger, thinking it's a
prank. What results is a oneon-one encounter with
Jesusuthe opportunity of a
lifetimeuand a conversation
that covers everything from
world religions and the
afterlife to the Bible and life's
purpose. A Day with a Perfect
Stranger Already concerned
about her shaky marriage to a
workaholic, devoted mother
Mattie Cominsky is dismayed
by her husband's sudden
interest in religion. Then an
unexpected conversation with
a stranger leads her to
forever change some of her
a-perfect-stranger-a-novel

deepest views about
marriage, fulfillment, life, and
God.
The Little Stranger-Sarah
Waters 2009-05-05 From the
multi-award-winning and
bestselling author of The
Night Watch and Fingersmith
comes an astonishing novel
about love, loss, and the
sometimes unbearable weight
of the past. In a dusty postwar summer in rural
Warwickshire, a doctor is
called to see a patient at
lonely Hundreds Hall. Home
to the Ayres family for over
two centuries, the once grand
house is now in decline, its
masonry crumbling, its
garden choked with weeds.
All around, the world is
changing, and the family is
struggling to adjust to a
society with new values and
rules. Roddie Ayres, who
returned from World War II
physically and emotionally
wounded, is desperate to keep
the house and what remains
of the estate together for the
sake of his mother and his
sister, Caroline. Mrs. Ayres is
doing her best to hold on to
the gracious habits of a
gentler era and Caroline
seems cheerfully prepared to
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team of servants once
handled, even if it means
having little chance for a life
of her own beyond Hundreds.
But as Dr. Faraday becomes
increasingly entwined in the
Ayreses’ lives, signs of a more
disturbing nature start to
emerge, both within the
family and in Hundreds Hall
itself. And Faraday begins to
wonder if they are all
threatened by something
more sinister than a dying
way of life, something that
could subsume them
completely. Both a nuanced
evocation of 1940s England
and the most chill-inducing
novel of psychological
suspense in years, The Little
Stranger confirms Sarah
Waters as one of the finest
and most exciting novelists
writing today.
Perfect Stranger-Jake Cross
2019-08-21 You let her in.
You’ll wish you hadn’t.
Following a whirlwind
romance, Rose and Chris’s
marriage has been
unshakeable for twenty years.
But when teenager Katie
turns up on their doorstep,
blonde, wide-eyed and
beautiful, their perfect life
threatens to crumble to
pieces. Because Katie says
a-perfect-stranger-a-novel

she’s Chris’s long-lost
daughter, the product of a
forgotten summer fling. The
couple is still reeling from
shock when Katie tells them
she has nowhere to go. The
couple is her only hope. Kindhearted Rose invites Katie to
stay, despite Chris’s protests.
The poor girl has only just lost
her mother – they can’t leave
her out on the street. But
soon after Katie moves in,
strange things start
happening. Someone crashes
into a neighbour’s fence. An
unexplained fire starts in the
couple’s kitchen. And a family
friend coming to visit
disappears on the way to the
house. Chris insists Katie has
to go. But it’s Chris who won’t
explain where he was at the
time their friend went
missing… The couple’s dream
life seems to be turning into a
nightmare. With dark secrets
about Chris’s history with
Katie’s mother coming to
light, Rose no longer knows
who to trust. Soon, she isn’t
sure whether she’s invited a
dangerous stranger into her
home, or whether she’s been
living with one all along… A
chilling thriller that will make
you question everything you
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loved ones. Fans of The
Woman in the Window, Then
She Was Gone and The
Perfect Child won’t be able to
put this book down. What
readers are saying about
Perfect Stranger: ‘My
goodness what a book! I
absolutely raced through
this… This book is incredible.
Every chapter ended on a
crazy twist that made it really
hard to put down. A truly
menacing and memorable
psychological thriller.’
Psychothrilla Books ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
‘Wow, what an amazing
psychological thriller! I
absolutely loved reading this
book, I was gripped within the
first few pages … Compelling,
very well-written & hard to
put down.’ Tea, Books and
Reviews ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘From page
one I was hooked, in fact I
devoured this read, finally
turning the last page at 1am. I
spent most of this read sat on
the edge of my seat…. It takes
off like a rocket. The plot was
original, clever and so
gripping. A psychological
thriller par excellence. WHAT
A READ, I LOVED IT!!!! An
easy five stars and so Highly
Recommended.’ Goodreads
Reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Wow – loved
this!!! Absolutely gripping –
a-perfect-stranger-a-novel

couldn't put this down – very
twisty turny – I read this in
one go… A great way to spend
a day!!!’ Goodreads Reviewer
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘A must-read book… He
captured everything from
mystery, suspense, intense
drama, secrets, lies… I was
totally shocked and blown
away. Rarely does that
happen… I am an instant fan.’
Heidi Lynn’s Book Reviews
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Had me immediately
hooked and intrigued from the
first page... An addictive and
gripping thriller full of secrets
and a roller coaster ride that
will stay with you long after
the very last page! I don’t
want to give too much
information away, but I highly
recommend.’ Goodreads
Reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Amazing… I
devoured it in one day… So
cleverly written and really
messes with your head.
Fantastic five stars.’
NetGalley Reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
‘Not your typical, run-of-themill thriller.’ A Ravenclaw
Reviews ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘This fastpaced thriller will grab your
interest and bring you on one
major roller coaster of a ride
as it goes along… It’s not
anything like I've ever read
before… All of the twists and
turns had me up Downloaded
all night from
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reading it… Great read.’
Goodreads Reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘A
5-star rainy day read for
sure!... Fast-paced, unique
twist and turns, perfect
afternoon book. Grab your
coffee first!’ Goodreads
Reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘It gripped
me... I quickly realized this is
not your average mystery
thriller… Love when authors
keep you guessing!... I would
100% recommend this to my
friends and family and anyone
who loves a good
mystery/thriller.’ Goodreads
Reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Absolutely
fantastic had me gripped!!!
Loved it! Can't wait for more
from this author. Storyline
was great, characters were
easy to connect with.’
Goodreads Reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘A
perfectly mastered suspense
story with characters that
sync together well!... A superb
read!’ Goodreads Reviewer
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘My favourite sort of
book! Fast paced, well written
with lots of twists.’ NetGalley
Reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
The Safest Lies-Megan
Miranda 2016 "When Kelsey's
agoraphobic mother
disappears after years of
claiming the kidnappers she
escaped from were coming
back for her, Kelsey quickly
a-perfect-stranger-a-novel

discovers that her mother
isn't who she thought she was
-- and she's not the abductor's
only target"-How to be a Perfect StrangerStuart M. Matlins 2015 It's
increasingly common to be
invited to a wedding, funeral
or other religious service for
someone of a different faith.
This easy-to-read religious
etiquette guidebook helps the
well-meaning guest feel
comfortable and participate
as fully as possible, with a
brief description of worship
practices and life-cycle
ceremonies for 29 faith
traditions.
Her Perfect Stranger-Jill
Shalvis 2016-05-16 "Count on
Jill Shalvis for a witty, steamy,
unputdownable love story." Robyn Carr, New York Times
bestselling author For only
one night, Commander
Corrine Atkinson lets go of
her iron control and seduces a
perfect, sexy stranger. Come
morning, control firmly in
place, Corrine sneaks out of
his bed and gets back to her
own life. But Corrine's in for a
big surprise. Her perfect
stranger has turned into the
wrong man! His name is Mike
Wright and he's the newest
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commanding--which means
spending all day in very close
quarters. And he's wasting no
time in reminding Corrine
how good…how right it can
feel to spend the night in the
wrong man's bed! A
contemporary romance.
Originally published in 2002.
The Perfect Stranger-Wendy
Corsi Staub 2014-07-29 In
New York Times bestselling
author Wendy Corsi Staub's
new thriller, one woman finds
herself in the crosshairs of a
twisted predator who might
just be masked behind a
familiar screen name . . .
During the darkest period of
her life, Landry Wells found
solace in a group of bloggers
who had been in her shoes
and lived to tell the tale. She's
shared things with her online
friends that even her husband
and children didn't know.
Things that now, looking
back, make her uneasy. One
of the bloggers is dead, victim
of a random crime—or was it?
Did she trust too easily; reveal
too much? At the funeral a
thousand miles from home,
Landry is about to come face
to face at last with the others.
These women are her closest
confidantes in the world: they
understand her; they know
a-perfect-stranger-a-novel

everything about her—and
one of them might be a coldblooded killer . . .
Fragments of the Lost-Megan
Miranda 2017-11-14 From the
New York Times bestselling
author of All the Missing Girls
and The Perfect Stranger
comes a suspenseful
psychological mystery about
one girl's search to uncover
the truth behind her exboyfriend's death. Perfect for
fans of We Were Liars and 13
Reasons Why. Jessa
Whitworth knew she didn't
belong in her ex-boyfriend
Caleb's room. But she couldn't
deny that she was
everywhere--in his photos, his
neatly folded T-shirts, even
the butterfly necklace in his
jeans pocket . . . the one she
gave him for safe keeping on
that day. His mother asked
her to pack up his things-even though she blames Jessa
for his accident. How could
she say no? And maybe, just
maybe, it will help her work
through the guilt she feels
about their final moments
together. But as Jessa begins
to box up the pieces of Caleb's
life, they trigger memories
that make Jessa realize their
past relationship may not be
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And she starts to question
whether she really knew
Caleb at all. Each fragment of
his life reveals a new clue that
propels Jessa to search for the
truth about Caleb's accident.
What really happened on the
storm-swept bridge? Praise
for Megan Miranda's All the
Missing Girls: "This thriller's
all of your fav page-turners
(think: Luckiest Girl Alive, The
Girl on the Train, Gone Girl)
rolled into one." --TheSkimm
"Fast-paced and frightening."
--Refinery29 "[The] perfect
read for thriller fans." -Bustle.com
Love with a Perfect StrangerPamela Wallace 1983
Perfect Strangers-J. T.
Geissinger 2019-09-28 From
the bestselling author of the
Dangerous Beauty series
comes a scorching and
addictive new romance."These
kisses of his...they're
demanding and possessive.
They're hungry and deep.
They're the kisses of a man
who wants more of a womanwho wants everything-and
isn't going to stop until he
gets it."Author Olivia Rossi
hasn't been able to write a
word since tragedy struck two
years ago and ripped her
world apart. Heartbroken and
a-perfect-stranger-a-novel

still haunted by the past, she
accepts an offer to spend the
summer at a friend's
apartment in Paris in search
of healing and her lost
muse.What she finds instead
is James, an enigmatic
stranger who ignites in her an
unexpected and all-consuming
passion.Agreeing to tell each
other nothing more than their
first names, Olivia and James
embark on a torrid affair. But
the more time they spend
together, the more Olivia
begins to realize her summer
fling is turning into a powerful
connection...and that the
magnetic man she's falling in
love with might not be what
he seems at all.
Disclaimer-Renée Knight
2015-05-19 A brilliantly
conceived, deeply unsettling
psychological thriller—
already an international
sensation—about a woman
haunted by secrets, the
consuming desire for revenge,
and the terrible price we pay
when we try to hide the truth.
Finding a mysterious novel at
her bedside plunges
documentary filmmaker
Catherine Ravenscroft into a
living nightmare. Though
ostensibly fiction, The Perfect
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unmistakable detail the
terrible day she became
hostage to a dark secret, a
secret that only one other
person knew—and that person
is dead. Now that the past is
catching up with her,
Catherine’s world is falling
apart. Her only hope is to
confront what really
happened on that awful day . .
. even if the shocking truth
might destroy her.
My Perfect Stranger: A
hilarious love story by the
author of One Day in
December-Kat French
2015-07-30 If you love One
Day in December by Josie
Silver, why not try Josie’s Kat
French novels? Previously
published as The Piano Man
Project. Finding love isn’t
always black and white... Full
of laughs, heart-stopping
romance and a hero to die for,
this book is the only love story
you need to take on holiday
with you!
The Perfect Stranger's Guide
to Funerals and Grieving
Practices-Stuart M. Matlins
2000 This complete guide
provides all the answers you
need to express your
condolences and show your
respect in the appropriate
way regardless of the
a-perfect-stranger-a-novel

religious tradition involved,
addressing many common
concerns about ceremonies
and etiquette.
Talking to Strangers-Malcolm
Gladwell 2019-09-10 A Best
Book of the Year: The
Financial Times, Bloomberg,
Chicago Tribune, and Detroit
Free Pres Malcolm Gladwell,
host of the podcast Revisionist
History and author of the #1
New York Times bestseller
Outliers, offers a powerful
examination of our
interactions with strangers -and why they often go wrong.
How did Fidel Castro fool the
CIA for a generation? Why did
Neville Chamberlain think he
could trust Adolf Hitler? Why
are campus sexual assaults on
the rise? Do television sitcoms
teach us something about the
way we relate to each other
that isn't true? While tackling
these questions, Malcolm
Gladwell was not solely
writing a book for the page.
He was also producing for the
ear. In the audiobook version
of Talking to Strangers, you'll
hear the voices of people he
interviewed--scientists,
criminologists, military
psychologists. Court
transcripts are brought to life
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actually hear the contentious
arrest of Sandra Bland by the
side of the road in Texas. As
Gladwell revisits the
deceptions of Bernie Madoff,
the trial of Amanda Knox, and
the suicide of Sylvia Plath,
you hear directly from many
of the players in these real-life
tragedies. There's even a
theme song - Janelle Monae's
"Hell You Talmbout."
Something is very wrong,
Gladwell argues, with the
tools and strategies we use to
make sense of people we don't
know. And because we don't
know how to talk to strangers,
we are inviting conflict and
misunderstanding in ways
that have a profound effect on
our lives and our world.
Luckiest Girl Alive-Jessica
Knoll 2016-04-05 A cloth bag
containing ten copies of the
title and a folder containing
book sign out sheets.
Goodbye Stranger-Rebecca
Stead 2015-08-04 This
brilliant, New York Times
bestselling novel from the
author of the Newbery Medal
winner When You Reach Me
explores multiple perspectives
on the bonds and limits of
friendship. Long ago, best
friends Bridge, Emily, and Tab
made a pact: no fighting. But
a-perfect-stranger-a-novel

it’s the start of seventh grade,
and everything is changing.
Emily’s new curves are
attracting attention, and Tab
is suddenly a member of the
Human Rights Club. And then
there’s Bridge. She’s started
wearing cat ears and is the
only one who’s still tempted
to draw funny cartoons on her
homework. It’s also the
beginning of seventh grade
for Sherm Russo. He wonders:
what does it mean to fall for a
girl—as a friend? By the time
Valentine’s Day approaches,
the girls have begun to
question the bonds—and the
limits—of friendship. Can they
grow up without growing
apart? “Sensitively explores
togetherness, aloneness,
betrayal and love.” —The New
York Times A Boston
Globe–Horn Book Honor Book
for Fiction Named a Best
Book of the Year by The New
York Times, The Washington
Post, The Wall Street Journal,
The Boston Globe, The
Guardian, NPR, and more!
Goodnight Stranger-Miciah
Bay Gault 2019-07-30
“Somewhere the ghosts of
Shirley Jackson and the Henry
James of The Turn of the
Screw are smiling, because a
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has joined their lineage.” —
George Saunders, #1 New
York Times bestselling author
of Lincoln in the Bardo
Entertainment Weekly’s New
Books to Read in July •
Longlisted for the Center for
Fiction First Novel Prize •
Poets & Writers Annual Debut
Fiction Roundup • “One of the
best literary thrillers you’ll
read this year, I was hooked
from page one.” —
Cosmopolitan Lydia and Lucas
Moore are in their late
twenties when a stranger
enters their small world on
Wolf Island. Lydia, the
responsible sister, has cared
for her pathologically shy
brother, Lucas, ever since
their mom’s death a decade
before. They live together,
comfortable yet confined, in
their family house by the sea,
shadowed by events from
their childhood. When Lydia
sees the stranger step off the
ferry, she feels an immediate
connection to him. Lucas is
convinced the man, Cole
Anthony, is the reincarnation
of their baby brother, who
died when they were young.
Cole knows their mannerisms,
their home, the topography of
the island—what else could
that mean? Though Lydia is
a-perfect-stranger-a-novel

doubtful, she can’t deny she is
drawn to his magnetism, his
energy, and his warmth. To
discover the truth about Cole,
Lydia must finally face her
anxiety about leaving the
island and summon the
strength to challenge Cole’s
grip on her family’s past and
her brother. A deliciously
alluring read, Goodnight
Stranger is a story of choices
and regrets, courage and
loneliness, and the ways we
hold on to those we love.
The Stranger Inside-Lisa
Unger 2019-09-17 Named a
BEST BOOK OF FALL 2019 by
People Magazine, Boston
Globe, BookBub, PopSugar,
CrimeReads and more.
“Brilliant…. A well-crafted
psychological thriller.” —The
New York Times Book Review
Even good people are drawn
to do evil things... Twelveyear-old Rain Winter narrowly
escaped an abduction while
walking to a friend’s house.
Her two best friends, Tess and
Hank, were not as lucky. Tess
never came home, and Hank
was held in captivity before
managing to escape. Their
abductor was sent to prison
but years later was released.
Then someone delivered real
from
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blood. Now Rain is living the
perfect suburban life, her
dark childhood buried deep.
She spends her days as a stayat-home mom, having put
aside her career as a hardhitting journalist to care for
her infant daughter. But when
another brutal murderer who
escaped justice is found dead,
Rain is unexpectedly drawn
into the case. Eerie
similarities to the murder of
her friends’ abductor force
Rain to revisit memories she’s
worked hard to leave behind.
Is there a vigilante at work?
Who is the next target? Why
can’t Rain just let it go?
Introducing one of the most
compelling and original killers
in crime fiction today, Lisa
Unger takes readers deep
inside the minds of both
perpetrator and victim,
blurring the lines between
right and wrong, crime and
justice, and showing that
sometimes people deserve
what comes to them.
The Stranger (Movie Tie-In)Harlan Coben 2020-01-28
NOW A NETFLIX ORIGINAL
SERIES A secret destroys a
man's perfect life and sends
him on a collision course with
a deadly conspiracy in this
shocking thriller from #1 New
a-perfect-stranger-a-novel

York Times bestselling author
Harlan Coben. The stranger
appears out of nowhere,
perhaps in a bar, or a parking
lot, or at the grocery store.
Their identity is unknown.
Their motives are unclear.
Their information is
undeniable. Then they
whisper a few words in your
ear and disappear, leaving
you picking up the pieces of
your shattered world.... Adam
Price has a lot to lose: a
comfortable marriage to a
beautiful woman, two
wonderful sons, and all the
trappings of the American
dream: a big house, a good
job, a seemingly perfect life.
Then he runs into the
stranger. When he learns a
devastating secret about his
wife, Corinne, he confronts
her, and the mirage of
perfection disappears as if it
never existed at all. Soon
Adam finds himself tangled in
something far darker than
even Corinne's deception, and
realizes that if he doesn't
make exactly the right moves,
the conspiracy he's stumbled
into will not only ruin lives--it
will end them.
The Last House Guest-Megan
Miranda 2019-06-18 **A
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Sunshine Book Club Pick and
New York Times bestseller**
“Once again, Megan Miranda
has crafted the perfect
summer thriller.” —Riley
Sager, New York Times
bestselling author of The Last
Time I Lied The summer after
a wealthy young summer
guest dies under suspicious
circumstances, her best friend
lives under a cloud of grief
and suspicion in this “clever,
stylish mystery that will seize
readers like a riptide”
(Publishers Weekly, starred
review) featuring “dizzying
plot twists and multiple
surprise endings” (The New
York Times Book Review).
Littleport, Maine, has always
felt like two separate towns:
an ideal vacation enclave for
the wealthy, whose summer
homes line the coastline; and
a simple harbor community
for the year-round residents
whose livelihoods rely on
service to the visitors.
Typically, fierce friendships
never develop between a local
and a summer girl—but that’s
just what happens with visitor
Sadie Loman and Littleport
resident Avery Greer. Each
summer for almost a decade,
the girls are
inseparable—until Sadie is
a-perfect-stranger-a-novel

found dead. While the police
rule the death a suicide, Avery
can’t help but feel there are
those in the community,
including a local detective and
Sadie’s brother, Parker, who
blame her. Someone knows
more than they’re saying, and
Avery is intent on clearing her
name, before the facts get
twisted against her. Another
thrilling novel from the
bestselling author of All the
Missing Girls and The Perfect
Stranger, Megan Miranda’s
The Last House Guest is a
smart, twisty read with a
strong female protagonist
determined to make her own
way in the world. “A riveting
read…from master of
suspense, Megan Miranda,”
(Mary Kubica, New York
Times bestselling author of
The Good Girl) The Last
House Guest is a smart, twisty
read that brilliantly explores
the elusive nature of memory
and the complexities of female
friendships.
A Perfect Spy-John le Carré
2011-07-20 From the New
York Times bestselling author
of A Legacy of Spies. John le
Carré’s new novel, Agent
Running in the Field, is
coming October 2019. Over
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irreproachable life, Magnus
Pym has been all things to all
people: a devoted family man,
a trusted colleague, a loyal
friend—and the perfect spy.
But in the wake of his
estranged father’s death,
Magnus vanishes, and the
British Secret Service is up in
arms. Is it grief, or is the
reason for his disappearance
more sinister? And who is the
mysterious man with the sad
moustache who also seems to
be looking for Magnus? In A
Perfect Spy, John le Carré has
crafted one of his crowning
masterpieces, interweaving a
moving and unusual comingof-age story with a morally
tangled chronicle of modern
espionage.
The Season of Lillian DawesKatherine Mosby 2009-10-13
From the acclaimed writer
whose first novel , Private
Altars,, comes a story of
driving lyrical force set in
Manhattan in the 1950s.When
he is expelled from boarding
school, Gabriel Gibbs is sent
to live with his older brother
Spencer in New York. Rather
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than a punishment, this
becomes an exhilarating
invitation to a dazzling world,
from smoking cigars at the
Plaza Hotel to weekend house
parties filled with tennis and
cocktails. It is in this heady
atmosphere—from whitegloved Park Avenue to literary
Greenwich Village—that
Gabriel first glimpses the
elusive Lillian Dawes. Freespirited and mysterious,
Lillian captures the
imaginations of those in "all
the best circles," including
both brothers. As their lives
entwine, so begins the
powerful and poignant
unraveling of innocence.
"There is, in most lives, a
defining moment, a point
dividing time into before and
after...." Mosby beautifully
traces the trajectory of
consequence that will change
all three lives. The Season of
Lillian Dawes is a wondrous
novel that chronicles a young
man's first tour of the adult
world.
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